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KNOWLEDGE BOWL STATE CHAMPS!



Liberty Bell Knowledge Bowl took FIRST PLACE at the 2B State Knowledge Bowl tournament in Arlington. Incredible performances by Sebastian Hogness, Nate Hirsch, Bram Wathen, Noah Batson, Corinne Dietz, and Danielle Mott led our team to a 2 point victory over St. George’s in the final round.



A GENEROUS DISPLAY



Partnership provides books for students



By Anne McCreary



Through a unique partnership, Public School Funding Alliance (PSFA), Trail’s End Bookstore, Methow Valley public schools and the community are working together to put new books on the shelves of the Methow Valley Elementary School library. For the past two years PSFA has provided funding to replace outof-date reference materials in the elementary school library as part of a larger initiative to modernize the library with current books and technology. Library media specialist Cathy Oliver, hired through PSFA’s grant, has worked to weed out old, outdated books – some more than 50 years old! Working with Anne Andersen, International Baccalaureate coordinator, Oliver has developed lists of new books that align with the educational goals of the IB program that is being adopted at the elementary school. But books are expensive, and replacing old volumes with new is going to take time and money. That’s where the partnership comes in. “I came up with an idea to integrate our community, local business, and our kids,” said Rachelle Weymuller, a PSFA board member. Weymuller approached Trail’s End Bookstore last fall with the idea of providing the store with a “wish list” for new books needed at the Trail’s End manager, Abby Hagee with the display of new titles! elementary school library in time for the holiday gift-giving season. Cathy Oliver would develop the list of books, Trail’s End would order and stock the books in a designated display area in the store, and the community could purchase books as a donation to the school, for the benefit of students. “Abilene Hagee, the manager at Trail’s End Bookstore, took the lead on this project with the nod from Trail’s End owner Christine Janikowski,” said Weymuller. Over the holidays, books worth more than $750 were purchased by community members and donated to the school library. Many people chose to purchase and donate books in honor of someone else. Bookplates in the donated books name the person honored by the donation. “Rayma Hayes (founder of Little Star Montessori School) has been a huge recipient” of books donated in her honor, Hagee said. The arrangement has helped boost the process of providing exciting new reading material for elementary students. Non-profit org. The books are geared to a range of readers, from simple books about bugs for kindergarten students, to U.S. Postage ancient civilizations, the American Revolution, space exploration, art and biographies. PAID “Over 50 new books are now on the library shelves or in the hands of students,” said Oliver. She recently Permit No. 241 provided Trail’s End with a new book order and the partnership will continue at least through the end of Methow Valley School District Wenatchee WA 98801 the school year. 18 Twin Lakes Road, Winthrop, WA 98862 “This has been really well received,” said Hagee. “We are really happy to be able to do it. It’s very ECRWSS (509) 996-9205; www.methow.org tangible.” 
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Rayma Hayes



Why Not Paint the Universe! By Katharine Bill



Rayma Hayes came to teaching like many teachers, building on the joy of teaching one student at a time. Rayma’s first student (other than her 18 mostlyyounger cousins) was Mercedes Coats, first child of David and Peggy Coats. Rayma began caring for Mercedes while living in Spain, and here began her deep connection to Montessori education. David’s parents had helped Maria Montessori escape fascist Italy and relocate to India, and David had a Montessori nanny as a child. When Mercedes was 6 months old, she was already “getting into trouble because she was bored” according to Rayma, as they were living in a small farm community with nothing to do for kids. David and Rayma flew to England and tracked down two Montessori books - The Absorbent Mind and Montessori at Home - and Rayma was fascinated by what she found. By the time Mercedes was 5, Rayma was in Montessori training school, and David and Peggy had decided to move to the Methow Valley. The Coats soon founded the Duck Brand Restaurant, and by then had two other children, Ava and James. Rayma had a deep connection with all three children, and particularly remembers the strong spirit of Ava, who was tragically killed in a car accident in 1982.



and Corin McDonald recently wrote, “Our son, Oscar, and daughter Maggie, will always know that look of love, confidence and curiosity – thanks to you.” Rayma’s deepest gift, I believe is one of confidence. For every student who has been sheltered in her arms, listened to her voice, and sat with her on the floor, there has been a time of unconditional encouragement. As she said in her famous quote to Luc Reynaud when he wanted to paint the world, “Why not paint the universe?” Why hold back your dreams? I asked Rayma if she has any messages she’d like to send out to the extended family of Little Star alumni students and parents, and she said, “I appreciate and love them all, and I feel their love too.” Now, as Rayma contemplates the end of her life, she seems at peace. “I have some trepidation,” she admits, “but then it is time to go forward.” She is excited about the growth of Little Star and the plans for adding an infant and young toddler program,



Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world; indeed, it’s the only thing that ever has. - Margaret Mead That same year, in March of 1982, Rayma and a group of committed parents, including Sandy Welfelt and Char Cardoza, founded Little Star Montessori School, first located in a house on Castle Ave. in Winthrop. The first class included Little Star’s current school director, Dani Reynaud, and also the Coats’ son James, along with roughly 20 other Methow kids. Now, 35 years later, Little Star has shared its lessons of curiosity, compassion and community with over 2,000 children, and Rayma has an incredible ability to name and remember nearly every one. She says, “They’re all relationships - with every child - and being at school fills me up. I want kids to be comfortable with what’s going on and therefore I make myself comfortable with whatever is happening in the moment.” When asked about advice for parents, Rayma shrugs slightly, and looks into my eyes in her calm way, and says, “Listen to children. Encourage and listen. Encourage the positive and let the rest fall away, unless, of course, there is a big problem. Then address that problem and move on with love. It’s about letting each child be valued for who they are.” At the recent Little Star Valentines Day celebration in her honor, Rayma attended from the passenger seat of Deborah DeKalb’s car, and warmly greeted over a hundred Little Star students, parents and alums. To one young girl, she said, “it changes your life, doesn’t it, all this?” She was referring to the stunningly strong community in the twilight, under a cold Methow sky, facing an uncertain future, bound by love both for Rayma and for the beauty of childhood that Little Star cultivates. Little Star has created a page on the school webpage with updates about Rayma,



On Monday, March 27th, Rayma passed away peacefully at home, surrounded by her immediate family and closest friends.



and there is a sense of completion for Rayma. She is proud of her life’s work, and she is confident that Little Star is in good hands. She is moving on with a full heart, and says, “It is a beautiful thing.”



A drawing of Rayma in a shared yoga pose with one of her young students; and below, a birthday wish painted by many confident and loving hands.
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Skiing at School!
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NEWS BRIEFS LIBERTY BELL STUDENTS SHINE AT NATIONAL HISTORY DAY REGIONALS Congratulations to all of the students who participated in the regional National History Day competition in Cheney, WA.  It was a great day filled with work from over 290 participants. The following students are moving on to the state competition:



The 2016-2017 Methow Valley Nordic Team enjoys amazing access to ski trails right on campus! Photo by Rachelle Weymueller



By Leslie Hall and Dalton Dulac Many skiers that come to the Methow Valley to take part in our Nordic ski races comment on how wonderful it is that we have a ski trail at our school. They are impressed with the great setting and the fun trails and, of course, the fact that the kids ski right from school! We take it for granted, but it hasn’t always been this way. early 2000 The McCabe trail began as an idea of Methow Valley Nordic Team parent Dalton Du Lac in the early 2000’s. Steve Devin, then Director of MVNT also had the idea to set up a sprint course at the High School. Dalton was on the Methow Trails (formerly MVSTA) board of directors and formed a committee, which included other board members as well as team coaches, Flash Clark and Scott Johnson. The committee came up with several objectives for a new trail: • 



• 



• • 



Remove races from the recreational trails in order to minimize impacts on recreation skiers. Build a “homologated” (certifiable) 5 kilometer ski course that met international standards for racing and training. Reduce travel time for skiers on the ski team. Provide a place for all students to ski.



The committee looked at several areas and despite some concern about adequate snow came to the conclusion that a trail located at the school best met the objectives. The MVSTA board of directors agreed to support construction of a school racing trail and provided $5,000 for construction. Dalton then worked with the superintendent and the school board to develop a memorandum of understanding for construction and use of a ski trail on school property. Thoughtful development Dalton worked with then MVNT coaches Flash and Scott to locate and develop the trail. When it became obvious that the school property, alone, did not provide adequate space for a 5-kilometer trail, they examined property adjacent to the school and found that the property north of the school was ideal. The owners of the property were willing to consider construction of a trail as long as it was developed in a way that would meet their objectives to preserve the steppe-shrub



action-oriented citizenship: coming together in support of developing healthy, active youth. ecosystem. To meet these objectives the owners set the following conditions for trail development: • • • 



• 



• 



• 



Locate the trail to follow natural contours Keep soil disturbance to a minimum Use of the trail would be for winter use only (They were concerned that summer use would introduce weed species from adjacent school property) The trail was to be inspected spring and fall for weeds and weed removal would be conducted as necessary Use of the trail would be limited to use by school students, training and racing for the MVNT, and the Nordic Club Any other proposed uses to be discussed with and agreed to by the property owner’s prior to use.



Dalton negotiated a Memorandum of Understanding which incorporated the conditions listed above. This memorandum was finalized in 2007 and was signed by the MVSTA Executive Director, Jay Lucas, and the property owners. After completion of the agreement, Dalton spent most of one summer locating the trail with assistance from Flash and Scott. It was a challenge to satisfy the conditions of the private landowners and simultaneously meet the international standards for racing trails. Eventually, a 5km loop was built with some shorter options for sprints. Many volunteers helped to make the trail happen including Mike Harvey, Bruce Honsinger and Rick LeDuc with their equipment. The funding from MVSTA was used for a small contract with Paul Soodak of Wildcat Excavating and to provide fuel for those who volunteered their equipment. Other volunteers included team members, their parents and coaches and many Nordic Club members who contributed many hours of handwork. The football field/track area was set up as the stadium and grooming was done by Methow Trails and volunteers. 2008 In 2008 MVSTA reached agreement with the school and private property owners to host a Super tour Race, which would draw national and international level skiers to our Valley. With their agreement and financial assistance from private individuals, MVSTA



organized the race and the Super tour happened in February of 2010. Liberty Belly High School art teacher, Sean McCabe was the announcer at our local races and very involved in skiing, as a racer himself. Sean spread lots of positive energy for skiing and life throughout the valley and when he was diagnosed with cancer in the spring of 2009 and died November of that year, the trail system was dedicated to his memory. It has been known as the McCabe trail since. The skiing sculptures on the hillside were commissioned by LBHS students of Sean, led by Tara Gregg and welded by Barry Stromberger.



Junior division Gretta Eberline and Camille Odell - Group website 2nd place Lindsay Worrell - 2nd place Research paper Lena Nelson and Josephine C o l e - 1 s t p l a c e G ro u p Documentary Brian Beste - 3rd place individual website Liv Aspholm - 2nd place individual website Keeley Brooks - 1st place individual website



Continued Collaborations Betsy Devin Smith, our biathlon coach and head of Methow Valley Biathlon worked with the school district to put in a biathlon range on the trails. This is an unusual relationship as biathlon combines the sports of skiing and rifle marksmanship. After our great snowy season in 2016, the track and soccer field remained covered in deep packed snow (a glacier, some said!) until early April, hampering spring sports training. Methow Valley Nordic decided to enhance the relationship with the school district by moving off the playing fields. The District generously allowed MVNT to relocate the ski stadium area to the southwest and do some ground work to make this happen. It meant building a new biathlon range and adding a few cutoffs around the property. Wildcat Excavating stepped up once again with some great excavations for trail relocations and Brandenburg Construction helped out with the biathlon range, and Rob Crandall of Methow Natives helped with re-seeding. February 4-5 was the first real test of our new set up when we hosted the Race of the Methow, a two day race series for Pacific Northwest skiers. We had over 150 skiers, with the sun coming out on sprint day in Sean’s honor. All comments about the new stadium were positive. Now the Ski Cubs program for 1st and 2nd Graders make their way from the elementary school up and around the trails. On winter Fridays, 3rd graders head out and enjoy the snowy hillsides along the trail, and over 100 Methow Valley Nordic Team members practice regularly just outside the school’s doors. Methow Valley Nordic appreciates the private property owners and school district’s willingness to work with the Team and support the trail and our efforts to share a love of Nordic skiing with Methow Valley Youth.



Senior division Wiley Seckinger, Michael Mott and Sam Neitlich - 3rd place group website Tova Portman Brown - 2nd place Individual Performance Ashlin Williams, A’Leigh Priest and Kelsey Johnson 2nd place group website State competition is scheduled for April 29 at Green River Community College in Auburn, WA.



H onoring E x c ellen c e : MVSD’s 2017 E x c ellen c e Award Recipients



MVES Special Education teacher: Jennifer Simmons and



D.C. SMILES! SO much to share and so little space. Read more about the annual junior class Close Up trip at the district website or on the Facebook Page!



MVES secretary: Stacey Cooley
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VOLUNTEERING: ACTION-Oriented CITIZENS Connected to the WORLD!



Bergen Patterson and his mentor, Dr. Teresa Castner



By Teresa Castner Bergen Patterson learned the importance of volunteering and helping neighbors during the two years that our own community suffered devastating fires. He was personally affected by the fires and witness to the pain and suffering of neighbors who lost property, homes and livestock. He saw it first hand how a natural disaster can negatively affect a community and learned the importance of working together to pull it back together. This experience has inspired Bergen to do something he has always



wanted to do, volunteer abroad. I first met Bergen Patterson at the ILC in 2016 when I was presenting a slideshow of my volunteer work as a dentist in Tanzania. Bergen was very excited to share with me that he too wanted to volunteer somewhere in the world that been affected by natural disasters. Specifically he wanted to use the carpentry and construction skills he had learned from his father. He gives credit to his dad, who has been his teacher and mentor, and has been the most influential person in his life. Bergen also shares the love of traveling that his father instilled in him during a trip to Italy last year. He wanted to combine his passion for traveling with his passion to give back to others. Bergen will be taking his first volunteer trip abroad in Nepal this May to volunteer with Helping Hands and will be using his construction knowledge and



skills to help with earthquake cleanup and rebuilding in a small rural village outside of Katmandu. Not only is Bergen packing up supplies and tools that he will use, he is using his own hard earned money to pay for the cost of the trip. Did I mention he is only 17? Bergen is graduating this June and he plans to stay in the Methow Valley to pursue his love of construction and get his CDL license. He is also planning to do a presentation on his trip at the ILC this summer. I am guessing this won’t be his last trip and we can’t wait to here about it! We are all proud of you Bergen! Volunteering can be a life changing experience. I know, because it has changed my life and my perspective of the world. I have been passionate about giving back to others for most of my life, but as a dentist, I was able to provide a specific skill that enabled me to really change someone’s life, by helping them with their oral health. Whatever skill you may have, you too can volunteer and change lives, whether it is health care, teaching, labor, art, music, disaster relief, construction, farming, or mentoring. You can start by volunteering in your own community, what ever it is and know that each act of kindness makes the world a better place.



TwispWorks



and the ILC: partnering & participating By Sarah Prochnau TwispWorks mission is “To increase the economic vitality of the Methow Valley through programs in agriculture, education, technology, art and culture.” One of the ways the we support our focus on education is by providing opportunities for students to participate in mentorships, apprenticeships and internships with local artists, small business owners and community members. The TwispWorks campus is home



to 35 partners. During the 2016/2017 school year, TwispWorks and more than 1/3 of our partners worked with students from Liberty Bell High School and the Independent Learning Center in capacities ranging from intern and apprentice programs to individual mentoring and job shadowing opportunities. As TwispWorks’ Community Relations Manager, I had a chance to sit down with a few of the students who are currently working with our partners to find out what they’ up to and what they’re learning!



Mercedes Evans and Richard Hart explore common interests in cultural heritage. Mercedes Evans AND RicharD Hart Mercedes Evans, a sophomore at the ILC, choose her a mentorship with TwispWorks Foundation board member and local Native American historian, Richard Hart, because she wanted to learn more about her Sioux/Cherokee/ Pawnee heritage. Mercedes and Richard are working together to expand her knowledge of Native American history so she can share that knowledge with her family and community and pursue a possible career in advocacy work. The greatest inspiration for Mercede’s mentorship? Her Grandfather, who first introduced her to her Native American roots. To those friends who may be on the fence about pursuing a mentorship, Mercedes says, “go for it, because you’ll be helping make a better future for yourself!” CeCe O’Dell, Josh Dinham & Jesse Tissell at KTRT



Jesse Tissell: in a groove at KTRT



Juniors CeCe O’Dell and Josh Dinham and senior Jesse Tissell are working with Don Ashford, owner and DJ at KTRT – The Root, learning the basics of recording and broadcasting by producing their own radio shows. Jesse has always been interested in radio and chose to intern with Don because he is interested in pursuing DJ’ing as a profession. You can hear Jesse playing his own mix of old country, blues and hip-hop on the Root Mondays from 2-3PM. CeCe O’Dell and



Josh Dinham are learning communication skills from Don – everything from public speaking and writing scripts to how to engage an audience. Both Josh and Cece are interested in arts and entertainment and felt that creating a radio show would be a great way to get involved in their community. CeCe and Josh recommend that others interested in internships choose something that they are passionate about and use their time as interns to experiment with their ideas! Haley Post & Ariana Sprauer and TwispWorks High school juniors, Haley Post & Ariana Sprauer are spending their internship helping create, plan and execute community events at TwispWorks. Working at TwispWorks has helped hone their organizational and time management skills and work ethic - skills they apply every day as they prepare for college and the future. Haley and Ari have learned that event planning is not just about parties. They have had to get down and dirty working in harsh weather conditions and under strict time lines to get the campus ready for events. From hard hands-on work setting up events to licking 500000000 invitations, they always have a great time! What advice would Haley & Ari give a fellow student considering an internship? “Choose something that’s interesting to you, but that is also new and adventurous. Dive
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The impact of CULTURAL PE R FORMA N CES F ROM A RO U N D T HE WO R L D By Amanda Jackson-Mott, Director, Methow Arts Alliance The arts help our students and community articulate values and beliefs and better understand those of others. Methow Arts, in partnership with school districts around the county, integrates high quality professional arts through diverse performances from around the globe. For our rural students bridging the divide between cultures, ethnicity and race is a valuable component of their education. Performers have traveled here from inner Mongolia, Ghana, Kenya, Colombia, Peru, Mexico, Argentina and Ukraine to name a few. Interaction with these performers allows students to reflect, question and better understand those who are different from themselves and their community. Here’s what teachers had to say about the impact these performances have had on their students: Methow Arts brings different parts of the world to our children. The performances are always entertaining, educational, and of high quality. With the help of Methow Arts our students have been exposed to many cultures and art forms from around the world. My students loved the variety of instruments and how the performers danced to their own music. I believe that they will feel like they had a moment that they were transported to another place that is very different than here. I think it will help them understand that our world is big and there is much to see and experience. Methow Arts has provided multi-cultural experiences not typically available to many of the children in our schools. We’ve had excellent discussions about acceptance and respect for people’s differences as well as their similarities. It made my students wonder about Colombia, they wanted to know where and how far away it was. I think this performance helped give them a chance to think globally. I believe that it is always beneficial to have an interaction with people who sound and appear differently to how we look, so I see that as a very beneficial thing from a broader perspective. The interactions with the



Teachers write about the impact on their students



musicians after the show may have been the highlight. A first grader sitting next to me during the first song leaned over and said to me, “I don’t want this to end!” Students will take away a memory of music outside of their daily experience; of a language, and rhythm that was intriguing and musicians that were positive and inviting. I think our students need exposure to other cultures. So many of them do not get the opportunity to travel (even to cities in our state like Seattle or Spokane), so their interaction with people of other races and cultures is very limited. I think this performance broadened their horizons about music, places, and instruments. Seeing people that look different than they do and hearing music they haven’t heard before. These experiences break barriers. Performances would not be possible without vital funding from the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) and the Washington State Arts Commission, that together make up more than 25% of Methow Arts’ budget. The elimination of the NEA is currently being proposed by the Trump administration. This could result in the elimination of performances for our students and community. Learn more about Methow Arts’ performances, proposed cuts in arts funding, and arts education opportunities and programs at www. methowarts.org or email me at [email protected].



...I am humbled to be asked to be a panelist and I am awed by the courage these students take in these exhibitions. In my opinion exhibitions provide immediate, practical, and useful feedback for students. The value of this feedback is immeasurable. - Panelist



TIPS Drew Simmons, Curriculum, Assessment, and Technology Coordinator The Importance of Games Monopoly, Checkers, Chess, Tag, Hide and Seek, Bridge, and Go Fish... These are just a few of the many games that most of us grew up playing. We played them when getting together with family or when hanging out with friends. One particularly fond memory is from when I was about 10 years old. I was playing chess with my cousin during Christmas Break. He was three years older than me, but didn’t seem to mind. While the details of the games and outcomes are fuzzy, the memory of just “hanging out” with an older peer is crystal clear. I was developing the knowledge and skills needed to positively interact and develop healthy relationships with others by playing games.



New Challenges Requiring New Parenting Strategies



The ILC students’ exhibitions demonstrates the critical importance ‘learning by doing’ plays in developing life skills to help them move onto the next stage of their lives. - Chris Schneider I believe it is very beneficial to the students to explain to a panel what they are learning. It causes the student to really think about what they are going to say and think about what they really are learning about and why. It is encouraging to me when the students find a passion and go after it. - Jim McMillan



TECHNOLOGY



Several decades later, playing games remains an important part of our children’s social development, but with the changes in technology, this can look very different - especially for parents. The landscape has changed dramatically, shifting from the cardboard and plastic to a digital platform.



Real World Exhibitions of Student Learning A unique characteristic of the Independent Learning Center as a Big Picture school is how student growth and learning is assessed. During three presentations a year, ILC students are assessed by a panel including their advisor, peers, community members, internship mentors, and family members. These hour-long exhibitions are powerful tools to provide feedback and encouragement by asking students to reflect authentically on their successes and challenges. This level of personalization expands beyond academic work and involves a holistic view of each student. In February of this year, we asked exhibition panelists to share their thoughts on the experience of joining a student exhibition. Following are some of the quotes offered by panel members:



TODAY’S



Online Gaming - A Changing Landscape



Methow Arts brings an amazing variety of cultural diversity to schools throughout north central Washington state.



By Sara Mounsey & Kim Odell
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There is a growing body of research that supports children playing digital and online games. In fact, “game theory” as its called, has it’s own catchy name. But not all games are suitable for all ages. Like helping your child select a “just-right” book in support of his/her reading development, its important to guide kids in choosing developmentally appropriate online games. Furthermore, another dimension is knowing who our children are hanging out with when engaged in online gaming. Help from Cyber-Space



Janie McMillan presents to her panel. The role of parents and community members is integral to the assessment of growth and learning at ILC. Feedback offered in exhibitions informs goals on student learning plans. As a school, we benefit greatly from the time and support offered by our families and community members. We welcome you to join our upcoming spring exhibitions. Please direct inquires to Kim or Sara at the ILC.



The following areere are two resources intended to provide guidance and support for parents: CommonSenseMedia.Com Parent-centered reviews on games and other digital material CyberWise.Org Guidance for online safety and awareness Please share your own re s o u rc e s w i t h D re w a t [email protected].
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Essential SKILLS FORM THE backbone of IB APPROACHES TO teaching and Learning By Anne Anderson



There are many aspects of the International Baccalaureate Framework that thread across grade levels, from Pre-K to High School. One area of alignment is academic content represented by interdisciplinary themes that allow teachers to integrate curriculum within a real-world context. Through this approach, students develop a deeper level of understandings across a broad concepts across disciplines and subject areas. Further, student-initiated action and meaningful application of their learning is encouraged and supported throughout the Primary (PYP) and Middle Years Programs (MYP). Another includes a focus on character education, where we teach and reinforce the positive attributes and attitudes commonly associated with responsible citizenship. We call this the Learner Profile. Students develop a positive self-concept, confidence, and appreciation for others by continuously reflecting upon these traits. Increasingly, research suggests that the positive attributes and attitudes we develop and carry into adulthood is as strong, if not a stronger indicator of one’s success beyond graduation. However, with a focus on balancing personal development with purposeful learning, one could arguably state that the biggest difference in a student’s overall and future success is the area of learning skills … “Approaches to Learning” as it is called in the PYP and MYP. These five areas of essential skills are included in all unit plans and are taught explicitly throughout the units of study. Ideally, they are carefully scaffolded across grade levels so that they build upon each other as a student progresses.



The five areas of skills include: Social Skills - The ability to work with others Self-management Skills - The ability to manage time and tasks effectively Communication - The ability to exchange thoughts, messages and information effectively through interaction with others Research Skills - The ability to find, interpret, evaluate, and create information Thinking Skills - The ability to engage in critical analysis and evaluation of issues and ideas



mvspotlight



In the Spotlight As teachers work together as grade level teams, from one grade level to another, and across disciplines, they evaluate their units of study to ensure each unit is developmentally appropriate, of high interest to students, and promotes horizontal and vertical alignment of the district wide curriculum Pre-K through 12th grade.



Cross grade-level Examples from the skills area of “Research” might be: • Headstart and Kindergarten students begin to research topics such as “Dinosaurs” and “Butterflies” in visual and hands-on ways. • First graders begin using books and online sources to research how clocks have been made over time. • Second graders take notes and write a research report on a Methow animal in its native habitat. • Third graders work in groups to research a Native American tribe, presenting their evidence in a digital format. • Fourth graders research the history of Washington state resources and explain their findings in a brochure. • Fifth graders research space and the earth and create their own textbook. • Sixth graders show their independence by researching an ancient culture through the lens of “success and failure”. • Students at the middle school continue this research work in many subject areas, including a National History Project in both 8th and 10th grades. • As a culmination of the PYP and MYP programs in 6th and 10th grades, students are given a chance to work as a group (6th) and independently (10th) to show that they have internalized these skills and can apply them to solve for complex, real-world problems. Of course, this balanced approach to teaching and learning is dependent upon one of our greatest strengths - a strong partnership with our parents and many community partners, committed to developing curious, creative, compassionate, competent, action-oriented citizens prepared to change the world!



Clockwise from the upper left: Social, Communication, Research and Management skills



TwispWorks continued from p.4 right in and give it your all and you’ll end up learning many new skills and have a great time.“ Lazo Gitchos and eqpd Lazo’s internship at eqpd has been a long time coming – he’s been following eqpd’s progress since Jonathan Baker opened his business on the TwispWorks campus more than 4 years ago. Lazo has always been interested in design and production and so jumped at the chance to work with Jonathan and his team. He’s gaining valuable work experience in the design and creation field in a very handson setting manufacturing rugged backpacks. Lazo is following in Jonathan’s footsteps. When at the Rhode Island School of Design, Jonathan interned at Patagonia highlighting how an internship can lead to career. Thinking about an internship? Lazo says, “Do it!”



To the right: Lazo Gitchos, hands-on at the eqpd cutting table.
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Boys Basketball



The boys basketball team had a growing year. Although failing to pick up many wins, the boys developed both as athletes and as individuals. The team had the highest GPA of any varsity team this winter, displaying outstanding balance and principles.



Girls Basketball



Girls Basketball had a great season, clinching the #4 seed for the league tournament, and eventually advanced to the first round of the District Tournament before losing to Walla Walla Valley Academy. The team graduates five players this year, but will return with plenty of talent and grit next season!



ATHLETE PROFILES Boy’s Basketball: Leif PortmanBrown Q: Which of your personal qualities has sports most affected? My leadership qualities. Being a leader in basketball for my team has helped me to act as a better leader for others at other times in my life. Q: What are you doing next year? I am attending college at either UW or at WWU. Q: Advice for a freshman? Always work hard in practice, listen to your coaches, have fun, and try to become a better player and person. Q: What is a fond memory that will stay with you throughout your life? Spending the night in Lake Roosevelt and the long bus rides with my friends and teammates.



Girl’s Basketball: Lauren Fitzmaurice



Knowledge Bowl



2017 State Champions! After a second place finish in 2016, this year’s varsity team took their game to the next level. The final win came against the perennial Knowledge Bowl powerhouse, St. George’s Academy, in a very close and exciting match. The Knowledge Bowl team started out with nearly twenty students participating in competitions throughout the region. The students selected to represent Liberty Bell at state were Sebastian Hogness, Nate Hirsch, Bram Wathen, Noah Batson, Corinne Dietz, and Danielle Mott.



Q: Which of your personal qualities has sports most affected? Sports have taught me how to set goals and strive for them, and how to work with other people! Q: Advice for a freshman? You will only be as good as you can be if you work as hard as you can work. Make the best use of your time. It’s fun to practice being your best self, and seeing where you can push your limit to. You’ll find it’s difficult to reach one.



Wrestling: Tanner White



Cheer Squad



Winter cheer did an outstanding job of supporting our teams and leading by example. Whether it was putting in extra time to decorate locker rooms, or hosting youth cheer clinics at the elementary school, cheer was working hard to inspire Lion Pride!



Q: What goals have you set for yourself moving into



Wrestling



Led by first year head coach Jonathan McMillan, the wresting team focused on laying a foundation for future success. The team experienced a variety of successes ranging from Finlay Holston’s exceptional 2nd place finish, to personal growth experienced by every wrestler.



Coach’s Corner:



Q&A with Coach Jenny Beste Q: Please share a bit about yourself and what made you decide to coach? I have been married to my husband, Jeff Beste for 25 years. We have two children; Tiffani and Brian. My coaching career started as a team mom for my daughter’s rec cheer team and I was asked to coach the next year. Over the next 17 years I went on to coach several All-Star Cheer teams, ran and directed multiple competitive cheer programs and coached at two different high schools before starting at Liberty Bell. Q: What have you found are your favorite aspects of working with student-athletes? I get to see my student-athletes grow and learn the values of life. I get to see them use the confidence they learn from sports in their school and extracurricular activities to accomplish their goals and dreams for life. I enjoy going to the fair each year watching them show their animals, watching them perform in choir or band and I cheer from the stands for their spring sports.



Jenny Beste, Cheer Coach.
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Q: What is your coaching philosophy?



To provide the opportunity for student athletes through cheer leading to learn the character and life skills needed to have the opportunity to do and achieve whatever they would like to do beyond high school. Q: What qualities do you hope that studentathletes leave your programs with? I hope that by the end of their time with cheer leading that they have confidence to do anything they wish to do. That they will always look for ways to be caring and helpful to others and to always leave everywhere and everything better than they found it. To recognize that their time in school is so much shorter than they realize so enjoy every moment big or small. Q: How do you measure success? In my early years as a competitive coach, I measured success by trophies, banners, and jackets. Although I do treasure all those things now collecting dust, I now look at the journey of the team and individual and get excited about every accomplishment from where they started to where they finished.



the future? To place in state for the next two years! Q: Which of your personal qualities has sports affected most? Definitely, determination. Throughout the season with a broken hand, I had to push hard to be successful and stay determined. Now I can turn that determination into good grades and work.



Knowledge Bowl: Sebastian Hogness Q: What was the highlight of your season? Going bowling with the team after competing in Omak. Q: Which of your personal qualities has sports most affected? Quick-thinking and finger reflexes! Q: Advice for a freshman? Pick your battles/friends/nose, but not your friend’s nose.
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CALENDAR APRIL Apr 3-7 Spring Break Apr 13 HS Tennis vs Entiat 4pm Apr 18 HS Softball and Baseball vs Brewster 4:30pm Apr 18 HS Tennis vs Oroville 4pm Apr 18 HS Boys Soccer vs Bridgeport 4:30pm Apr 19 WE Day Apr 20 HS Tennis vs Okanogan 4pm Apr 20 HS Boys Soccer vs Manson 4:30pm Apr 22 HS Boys Soccer vs Omak 11am Apr 22 Prom 8:00 pm – 11:00 pm Apr 22 HS Softball and Baseball vs Waterville/Mansfield (DH) 11am & 1pm Apr 25 HS Softball and Baseball vs Soap Lake 4:30pm Apr 26 JH Track meet at Liberty Bell 4pm Apr 27 Career Fair 1 to 3pm Apr 27 HS Boys Soccer vs Brewster 4:30pm Apr 29 National History Day- State Competition



After-School OPPORTUNITIES going strong By Katharine Bill



Did you know, according to the Afterschool Alliance, that kids in afterschool programs are more likely to stay in school, see improvements in their behavior, move on to the next grade level and graduate? In addition, consistent participation in afterschool programs is linked to significant gains in student test scores and work habits. Yet nationwide, 1 in 5 children are alone during the afterschool hours. Not so in the Methow! This year we have 24 families participating in our 5-day per week childcare program, along with approximately 175 students participating in 14 different enrichment clubs (so far), with additional clubs planned for this spring. The enrichment club registration periods are generally just Katie Hammer - finding expression through acting! before or just after the start of school and winter or spring breaks. Registration forms are sent home in the green folders, posted on the MVE website, and emailed home as part of the weekly MVE updates. All enrichment clubs for the 2016-2017 school year have been free of charge. Registration for our after-school childcare program is always open, and sliding-scale fees are charged on a monthly basis. Registration forms for after-school childcare are also available on the MVE website and at the front desk. Because there are so many enrichment clubs offered, it’s important to check the schedule and updates that are included in the weekly MVE family emails. Some clubs run all year (Art, Theater and Choir) and others are seasonal (Garden, Chess, Fishing, Cooking, Green Team, Ski Cubs and Ice Skating). Sixth Grade Homework Club just started and will run for the rest of the year. This spring we look forward to offering a new Soccer Club, along with Fly-Fishing and the other year-long clubs. The registration form for these new clubs will come out just after spring break, and these will start the week of April 17th.



MAY May 2 HS Boys Soccer vs Tonasket 4:30pm May 5 Snow day make up - students attend school May 5 HS Tennis vs Pateros 4pm May 22-25 Internship Exhibitions Room 112 3:30 – 4:30pm May 24 Spring Concert MV Community Center 6:30pm May 29 Memorial Day – No school Hanging out with your favorite people is a huge part of Theater Club. May 31 Baccalaureate - Methodist Church 7pm



JUNE June 1 Awards Nights LBHS Gym 7pm June 2 MVSD Graduation LBHS Gym 5:30pm June 9 Last day of school – Early Release 11:30am



mvpride Methow Valley School District 18 Twin Lakes Road, Winthrop, WA 98862 (509) 996-9205; www.methow.org



Editor: Tom Venable, superintendent, (509) 996-9205; [email protected] Design: Erik Brooks Methow Valley School District is an Equal Opportunity Employer and complies with all federal rules and regulations including Title IX/RCW 28A.640 and Sec. 504. The Methow Valley School District does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex or handicap, including student participation in all educational programs and extracurricular activities. Contact the superintendent about Title IX or Section 504 compliance procedures.



mvpride



Our volunteer club leaders, and sponsor organizations truly make these clubs possible. Special thanks to Classroom in Bloom, Methow Arts, Methow Recycles, Methow Valley Riding Unlimited, Methow Nordic, the Winthrop Ice and Sports Rink, The Merc Theater, Jean Wilson, Jonathan Stratman, Jennifer Simmons, Sarah Berns and Ann Diamond. In addition, daily coordination assistance from Stacey Cooley and Bri Sullivan is essential for all of these programs- THANK YOU! We’re still looking for volunteer Club leaders for Chess and Legos/Robotics. Please contact Katharine Bill ([email protected]) if you’re interested, or if you have other club ideas.



earth DAy in



the garden By Aspen Kvicala, Education Coordinator Classroom in Bloom Spring isn’t just a time when we celebrate the snow finally melting, the days getting longer, or the onslaught of wildflowers that are about to burst all over the valley. April holds an important holiday, made all the more special when celebrated in a place as dramatically beautiful as the Methow - Earth Day. All across the country and around the world, on this day, people work together to organize litter clean-ups, beach clean-ups, festivals, and concerts. Walking or biking is encouraged over driving, we are reminded to bring re-usable shopping bags to carry our groceries, local businesses may even offer special raffles or prizes to honor those that went the extra mile. Why? Why do so many think this holiday is so important to celebrate that they organize in droves? Though it is fun to get out and have an excuse to celebrate, the deeper message in these efforts both big and small is clear: we care for our home. We care for the outdoor spaces where we live and play and we want them to remain beautiful and thriving for generations to come. In keeping with this message of stewardship, to honor Earth Day this year Classroom in Bloom will again team up with the Methow Conservancy, First hand experience sometimes sits in your lap! Methow Trails, and Methow Recycles to give students a unique opportunity to engage in a hands-on project at school that allows students to explore what it means to be a steward of place. Fourth graders will learn about trail maintenance and design, plant restoration, and resource conservation as they rehabilitate and beautify an existing trail on campus. This is part of a larger vision to connect students to their place of study by involving them in various initiatives to green the school campus. For over twelve years, students have been experiencing first-hand the joys and benefits of caring for land in our one-acre Classroom in Bloom garden. From growing and eating veggies to nurturing soil and seedlings, Methow students are already well versed in what it means to care for a natural space that provides for us. The continued partnership between these community organizations and the school extends the principles of stewardship beyond the garden to further enhance student learning. This partnership is also a prefect demonstration of what, at the core, is so special and unique about our community in the Cascades - people who care, working to give back to what they love. We hope that through these early hands-on experiences of stewardship, a life-long sense of pride in caring for a place is cultivated no matter where our students end up calling home. We love this valley and are thrilled to be working together to promote stewardship with the young citizens of this incredible place!
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